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In a world where bad news
makes headlines, I want to
share a gem that landed in
my inbox last week
This underpins why all of us work within the Canterbury health system – to make a
difference for our community with care and compassion. Thanks to everyone who
has been a part of Phil’s story.
To the Chief Executive
I have recently retired to focus on treatment for multiple
myeloma. I was diagnosed in Wellington in 2014, and
transferred to Christchurch Hospital where I was placed under
the care of Dr Peter Ganly.
Since then I have received services and treatments including:
Dr Ganly; Haematology outpatients; Canterbury Health
Laboratories blood testing; X-ray; cardiology outpatients,
(Professor Troughton); The Medical Day Unit; Emergency
Department (three admissions); The Bone Marrow Unit;
Apheresis Unit; transplant co-ordinators; Respiratory Services;
The Hospital Pharmacy; Echo Cardiogram Assessment;
Stress ECG Assessment. And that’s just a quick off the top
summary – there may be other departments.
At the same time, my 91 year old father has been quietly dealing
with his own health challenges. He died yesterday at home in
his own bed having been bed-ridden for the last eight weeks
or so, cared for by whanau, who were supported by Nurse
Maude and their wide range of home support services. Carers
attended him twice each day, with a nurse coming in between.
Specialised equipment was made available and delivered or
removed as required by yet another arm of the help on offer.
To cut to the chase, I wanted to express my complete
admiration for the quality care, the co-ordination of care
between different departments, and the personal side to all
that care, that I and my wider whanau have experienced during
this almost daily contact with the hospital.
I feel confident that we have been receiving world class clinical
support, and we are so grateful for it, that I felt I had to express
that to the man at the top, whose responsibility this all is. It is
always dangerous to signal people out, but I hope if I name a
few characters you may one day be able to drop them a hint that
you know more about what goes on than staff might expect.

So: The Medical Day Unit – those nurses are quite simply
angels. They form warm relationships with their vulnerable
patients while maintaining protocols and professionalism in
all regards. I think they are wonderful. The transplant coordinators – total care, personalised, well-explained, caring,
knowledgeable – amazing professionals. Peter Ganly – so
in control it’s scary. Gives me complete confidence that
his advice is the best I’m going to get. Richard Troughton
– thorough, personable, kind, and informative. Has had me
thoroughly checked and tested – how lucky am I? ED staff –
how do they do it? Words fail me. Enough. The purpose of this
email was to sincerely congratulate you on weaving together
an absolutely impressive ‘whole’.
Disparate specialities which talk to each other, refer out when
and as required, and leave no stone unturned. The longest wait
I have endured for any appointment is 30 minutes, but usually
there is little or no wait at all. I couldn’t be more impressed. My
transplant is scheduled for next Monday. I am apprehensive but
confident that I am in the best hands possible.
Thank you for all your efforts on behalf of Canterbury’s patients.
Phil
Note: Phil was happy for us to share his story to ensure
everyone involved in his and his father’s care get the
recognition and credit they deserve.
This is a great example of the benefits of a patient-focused
integrated system that aims not to waste people’s time. Phil
and his dad received the right care, at the right place, at the
right time, delivered by the right person. Thanks Phil for taking
the time to write and acknowledge some of the members of
your various care teams.
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Flu vaccination clinics start next week
It’s that time of year again… the nights are
getting longer, the weather cooler, and
coughs, colds and sniffles are beginning
to rear their head.
It also means we’re heading into flu
season – our free staff vaccination clinics
begin next week.
Getting your flu shot is your best
protection against the influenza virus.
As well as protecting yourself, getting
vaccinated protects your family, your
workmates, and our patients.
Influenza is a serious illness that can
be fatal, especially for the elderly and
pregnant women. We have a responsibility
to keep our patients safe, and it’s great
that so many of our people take this
seriously by getting their flu shot every
year.
Immunisation is free for Canterbury and
West Coast DHB staff, and clinics will
begin next Monday – details are on the
intranet.

FLU

Thanks for all you do.
Have a great week

David Meates 

CEO Canterbury District Health Board

PLEASE DON’T PASS INFLUENZA ON. LOOK AFTER
YOURSELF AND YOUR PATIENTS BY GETTING VACCINATED.
THE FLU VACCINE IS FREE FOR ALL STAFF.

Congratulations to Smit Bharati – winner of our recent caption
contest
The winning caption: Downstairs in Downton Abbey
We’ll be in touch to arrange a catch up and morning or
afternoon tea is on us!
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Facilities Fast Facts
Christchurch
On the Acute Services site,
work is continuing on external
glazing and internal fit-out.
Concrete pours are also
ongoing.
This week the walls for the
first lift shaft have been
completed and it is now ready
for the installation of lifts. The
lifts will mean fewer stairs to
climb for the contractors.
The photos show work on
Level 1, Level 3 and the
view from the roof looking
northwest over Hagley Park.

Outpatients
The first steel framing for the Outpatients building was successfully delivered to site last week. The steel columns are so long that
they are brought to site on an articulated “trombone” trailer unit. They are delivered in the early morning to avoid traffic issues;
some road signs have to be taken down to allow the vehicle to pass by safely.
The two final concrete pours for the foundations were also completed last week – a 90 cubic metre pour on Wednesday and a
60 cubic metre pour on Friday.
The first steel column for the building’s frame is anticipated to go up this week.

Preparations before the columns go in

Final concrete pour for foundations
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Bouquets
Lincoln Maternity Hospital
We have received amazing care and
help in this special moment of our lives.
The staff are great and the place is
clean, spacious and quiet. The food is
glorious. Many thanks for the help and
kindness you have provided to us and to
our little one.

Just thought you’d like to know we had
her End of Treatment meeting this week
and her parents wanted their thanks
passed on to all involved in to quote
‘saving our little girl’s life’. We (Paediatric
Oncology) couldn’t have done it without
the support we get from Anatomical
Pathology. From Amanda Lyver.

Pumped!
I want to thank the kind staff member
who paid for the bike pump that is
chained to the fence in the LGF bicycle
parking – they made my ride home
a lot easier with their kind donation!
(From Rachael Wiseman, Consultant in
Respiratory and Palliative Medicine)

Ward 15 and the surgeons
Would like to say a big thanks to all
the nurses and the surgery team. Very
lovely team you have here. The people
are very nice and friendly, one of the
best hospitals I have ever been to. Keep
up the good work.

Ward 27, Christchurch Hospital
Staff very welcoming, pleasant and
professional. Good care given, nothing a
bother. Thank you.
Bone Shop, Christchurch Hospital
Excellent service and help for my mum
after I made a mistake on the day she
was supposed to be here. Reception
ladies fantastic. Many thanks.
Ward 19, Physiotherapy and
Occupational Therapy, Christchurch
Hospital
Staff are to be commended for their
professional and caring attitude shown
to my wife during her stay. Many thanks.
Park and Ride Shuttle
As I live out of town I would like to
compliment you for providing the
parking/shuttle service. It is just so easy
and reasonably priced. Well done!
Mark Dagger, Anatomical Pathology
Late 2014 you pulled out all the stops
one weekend to get a diagnosis …in a
young girl that came in close to death.

Children’s Outpatients
This was our first visit to Christchurch
Hospital. The staff and volunteers here
are amazing! The shuttle driver was
very friendly. On the way to Children’s
Outpatients staff stopped and asked if
we were lost – without us even asking!
Finally, our doctor, Natalie Martin, was
extremely patient with us, which made
us feel valued and not just ‘a number’.
James Hector-Taylor was equally
professional and personable. Good work
all round Christchurch Hospital.
Ward 27, Christchurch Hospital
Thank you to Ward 27 for the great care
I received while staying with you over
the past week. The staff showed great
kindness to me. I appreciate everything
you did for me and the time it took to find
me somewhere to go when it was time
to leave. Don’t worry ladies, chocolates
are on their way!

Cleaners, Christchurch Hospital
Cleaners you all do a wonderful job and
your smiles are valuable. Thank you
for keeping the hospital clean. Binjesh
Aohikari you do an excellent job, very
thorough and always pleasant, thank
you.
Burwood and Christchurch Hospitals
Wonderful, wonderful people.
Ward 24, Christchurch Hospital
A huge thank you to all who looked after
my father … during his stay. For your
compassion and genuine care for him. I
would like to sincerely thank you all.
Emergency Department (ED),
Christchurch Hospital
My hubby and I were admitted to ED
following a two hour ambulance drive
from Hanmer following a motor vehicle
accident…We can’t fault how we were
looked after from the time we arrived to
our discharge late on Sunday morning.
Dr Josh Erceg looked after … and
Dr Ben Black looked after me. Every
single member of staff, and there were
so many nurses I can’t remember their
names, all gave us fantastic care. The
X-ray staff, Louise who did my scan, the
bone department who looked after …’s
wrist – you were all brilliant. Not a place
we wanted to be on day one of a longawaited holiday but we couldn’t have
been better looked after. We are now
back home recuperating… This is just
a big thank-you to you all from us both.
Keep up the good work.

Ward 27
Thank you for all your TLC…I am still
recovering, have in-home help now.
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We are all responsible for
changing bullying culture
People will forget what you said, people will forget what you
did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.

“That was painful and embarrassing for us but we accepted
that it was true and resolved to try and change it.”

That was Consultant Haematologist Ruth Spearing’s opening
remark at last week’s Grand Round presentation by Paediatric
Surgeon Spencer Beasley on the effects of bullying behaviour
in medicine.

A study was carried out on the prevalence of bullying
behaviour in New Zealand and Australia. It found that 49 per
cent of consultant surgeons and 63 per cent of trainees had
experienced it themselves and 30 per cent of women had been
sexually harassed.

It’s a quote from the American author and poet Maya Angelou,
Ruth says.

The data were similar to that from other countries.

“I found it when I was writing an assignment for an
Interpersonal Dynamics course I was doing. I have always felt
that it is a very real and very important thing to remember.”

“It was disturbing that 70 per cent of hospital administrations
said they knew it happened in their institution but had done
nothing about it. Why had they not done anything about it?”

Spencer, who is Vice President of Royal Australasian College
of Surgeons (RACS), spoke about why we must ensure we
come across in a respectful, non-threatening way even when
we are working under pressure.

The College of Surgeons made a public statement about a
year ago that it would be putting in place a number of initiatives
to change the culture and provide education to all surgeons in
both countries, Spencer said.

He explained why we are morally obliged to change the
culture of the health sector so that patient outcomes are not
compromised. When we observe unprofessional behaviour
we must call it out, and know how to have those all-important
conversations with people when we see it happen.

An e-learning module is now mandatory and a requirement
for Continuing Professional Development compliance. The
Foundation Skills course is mandatory for all surgeons who
have trainees. The “Operate with Respect” course is about
to be launched: this will help surgeons to address events of
inappropriate behaviour locally and effectively.

He asked those gathered at the Rolleston Lecture Theatre if
they knew of any people they work with in this institution whose
behaviour seemed bullying or inappropriate at times. At least
half put their hands up.
He then asked if anyone had witnessed bullying or harassment
within this hospital. Again just over half responded they had.
“Why haven’t we collectively done anything about it?” Spencer
asked.
“The standard that you walk past is the standard that you
accept.”

“It will give surgeons the tools to do this properly, and it’s a
very high quality course,” said Spencer.
However, to change the culture in health requires everyone to
be engaged.
“Edicts from above do not change things at the coalface. Each
of us has a responsibility. We are acting as role models; if we
are not good examples we will perpetuate the issue.

Evidence showed that bullying behaviour is a problem across
the health sector, not just in surgery.

“This is all about you and what you can do. Are you a good
role model yourself? You are always on show. Students learn
from us what a good doctor looks like, and if we are not, we
have a problem.”

“It is across the medical specialties, in nursing and allied
health as well.”

When you see inappropriate behaviour, call it out in a
constructive and effective way.

The key to changing culture is that people must recognise it
must happen, and the price paid if it does not is poorer patient
outcomes.

You can influence the culture of medicine, he said.

“That price is that a culture of bullying and harassment
adversely affects patient outcomes. There is very clear
association between behaviour and outcomes. Also, we have
an obligation to ensure our staff and trainees are in safe
learning environment.”
Two years ago RACS found itself on the front page of
newspapers over the allegation that the culture of surgery
was toxic, and there was a lot of bullying, harassment and
intimidation, Spencer said.
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Tell us how you’re ‘Standing up to
Falls’ this April
It’s that time of year again.
It’s getting darker and cooler in the morning, leaves are beginning to turn and overnight this
coming Saturday/Sunday 2 April, when we put the clocks back an hour, we will get an extra
hour’s sleep.
Each year we look for different and creative ways to highlight the importance of preventing
falls and the harm they cause. This year we are redesigning posters, and there’ll be a new
screensaver and email signature banner.
The theme is leaves, which should be the only things that fall this April.
We are taking a leaf from the Quality & Patient Safety Team’s book and hoping that the same
level of creativity transpires for falls prevention as for hand hygiene last year – there were some
fantastic ideas such as posters, poems, songs, short videos, displays and even morning teas
(as if we need an excuse).
More importantly, by partnering with patients and their families to ‘stand up to falls’ we empower them to take control and seek
help if they need it– it could be as simple as reminding them to ‘call, don’t fall’ while in hospital or check their home for hazards
that could contribute to a fall.
Budding creatives on our staff are encouraged to get creative about ways they can highlight the importance of falls prevention. To
help your creative sap to flow, there will be a prize for the best and most attention-grabbing entry.
Here’s a short video from Stacey Lancaster and Michelle Casey to encourage you to get together with your team and come up
with a clever way to raise awareness, or actually prevent a fall – let their creativity and enthusiasm inspire you! https://vimeo.
com/209644038/9b3fd22cca
If you don’t think you can come up with an idea of your own, why not ‘adopt’ someone else’s that you think will work well for you
and your patients.
To rustle up plenty of enthusiasm for the project, Burwood has agreed to share their initiative early in the hope it’ll stimulate some
ideas and a bit of healthy competition. They are setting up a photo booth in the atrium where staff can be photographed with their
idea and become part of a growing and changing display.
In the same vein, here’s a simple, but
imaginative and effective idea as an
opener. This one is a work in progress
and their eventual message may well say
“Each shift I update my patients bedside’
(Patient Safety at a Glance (PSAG)
board)”.
We are looking forward to seeing
and sharing your entries through the
month of April, so don’t wait until April
is over, get them in now. Send them
to Mick.ODonnell@cdhb.health.nz in
Communications, putting April Falls in
the email heading please.

...(updated my patient’s PSAG board)
cdhb.health.nz 6
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How are you feeling today?
A feasibility study of a smartphone app called Particip8 has
shown it is effective for medical students who used it to record
their state of mental wellbeing.
At last week’s Grand Round, final year medical student
Elizabeth Berryman and fifth year Rural Medical Immersion
Programme medical student Daniel Leonard spoke about the
app and the results of their feasibility study.
Elizabeth and Daniel designed and wrote the app and 29
University of Otago medical students on a clinical placement
used it for 31 days. The medical students were asked to
self-report their wellbeing daily and note feelings they had
experienced during the previous 24 hours.
The app uses a modified version of the World Health
Organization Wellbeing Index. It asked five questions:
»» Do you feel cheerful?
»» Do you feel calm and relaxed?

The team is now working on an updated
app and adding extra functions, including
the ability to journal reflections –
something that over half of participants
said they would find useful.
After taking part in the study, over 90 per
cent of students say a measure of their
own wellness would be useful.
An Australian national mental health
survey of doctors and medical students carried out in 2013
and funded by beyondblue as part of the beyondblue Doctors’
Mental Health Program (bbDMHP) found that doctors and
medical students reported higher rates of psychological
distress than the general population.
Twenty per cent had thoughts of suicide in the previous 12
months. You can read more on the survey here.

»» Do you feel active and vigorous?
»» Did you wake up this morning feeling fresh?
»» Has your daily life been full of things that interest you?
The students answered the questions on a one to five scale,
with five being the highest.
Over 1200 experiences were submitted to the app.
The highest results were around when students received
constructive feedback, learnt new things, and helped
someone.
General practice was the specialty with the highest result for
being cheerful and in good spirits, and it also had the highest
wellness scores.
The lowest scores came when students were worried about
exams, felt they were treated unfairly, bullied or harassed, or
had received feedback that was not constructive or helpful.
Those who logged three days of low wellbeing scores (below
two) sparked a safety feature on the app which alerted them to
the fact and suggested places to get some help.
“This was important as students often don’t know where to go,”
Elizabeth says.
About half of the participants received the safety popup message. When asked if they did seek support, most
participants said that they talked to a trusted person. None
went to a university Dean.

Elizabeth Berryman

Daniel Leonard

Elizabeth says a future study is now being designed with
supervisors Barry Taylor and Ralph Pinnock in association
with the Creating Positive Learning Environments (CAPLE)
research group in Dunedin, of which Tim Wilkinson is a
member.
The proposed study would increase the number of students
and introduce another location. There has been so much
interest in this idea of self-reflection via an app that the study
may also be widened to include hospital staff, not just medical
students.

“They are concerned it will go on their academic record, which
the universities need to work hard to assure students is not the
case.”
The study revealed that the use of the app increased selfawareness by 20 per cent. A fourth year medical student said
in a qualitative focus group interview: “Sometimes it is hard to
know that you are actually quite stressed out.”
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Serving up a feast in The Control
Room
If you get tired of waiting in the queues for coffee or snacks in the Great Escape Cafeteria at Christchurch Hospital, there is an
alternative. Head across to the fire escape stairs that go down to the mail room, and outside the entrance to the Lower Ground
Floor on what used to be the clean dock, you’ll find The Control Room. It’s a café set up and run by Medirest Catering initially
to support the workers from CPB construction working on the Acute Services Building, but now fast gaining in popularity with
Canterbury DHB staff and visitors.
There’s an array of cabinet food on offer, with the biggest seller being paninis closely followed by hot pies. “We target our menu
for the construction workers,” says Nicky Moore, Service Manager, Food and Beverages, “but within the DHB’s healthy eating
guidelines.” She says more food options will come on line over time.
Former visitors to The Princess Margaret Hospital will recognise a familiar face behind the counter. Lisa Okely has moved
hospitals to help Jayne Robertson in the new café. She says it’s been an interesting transition. “They are a great bunch of guys
that come in here, but totally different from the people I served at PMH. It’s been a lot of fun.”
The café has been installed in what was the old store room for pharmacy fluids. Nicky says the venue made it a cost-effective
solution to a growing problem. “We had to have food available for hundreds of extra workers on site,” says Nicky, “so finding this
room was perfect. It’s the perfect location. It also has the right feel with its exposed beams and pipes that worked with a great
photo we found for the walls. Its name, The Control Room, became an extension of that.”
There are tables and chairs set up outside the café, which also gives you the opportunity to meet a wide variety of people working
on the Acute Services Building. Get the lowdown on progress of the build and see it from a whole new angle.
The Control Room is open every Monday to Friday between 8:30am and 2:30pm.

Lisa Okely (left) and Jayne Robertson are the smiling faces serving you behind the counter in The Control Room
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The People Lifecycle Review has kicked off with initial planning underway and invitations to
workshops sent out.
Following on from an impressive response to our staff wellbeing survey last year – around 4000
of our people gave us feedback, the message was clear – we have a huge opportunity to improve
our people [HR] processes and systems.
The individual elements that make up what People and Capability “do” have been split into four
main front end streams which affect the daily work activities of our people:
• Talent
• Employee administration
• Recruitment
• Wellbeing and staying safe
The work we are undertaking now will enable us to co-design new processes and systems.
This work will consist of 3 stages:
1.
2.
3.

Consult – we’ll hold co-design workshops during the first 2 weeks of May.
Create – we’ll come up with ideas for new processes.
Confirm – we’ll work with those who attended the workshops to “calibrate” the new
processes during the last 2 weeks of June.
Consult

Your opportunity to shape
the design of future
people processes

Planning &
Communications

Confirm
Create

Draft creation of
streamlined future
state process-

Review process design
against feedback from
co-design workshops

Implementation
Plan

Handover of future
state processes with
a proposed method of
rolling out operationally

Initial set up

2017 APR

MAY

JUN

JUL

If you haven’t been nominated but have feedback you want us to know or consider, please tell
your manager so they can ensure this information is included in the process.
For more information contact our Engagement Lead
Sarah Carnoutsos sarah.carnoutsos@cdhb.health.nz

People Lifecycle Review
Effective and efficient people processes that aim to optimise people’s time
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Excellent result in College of
Physicians written exam
Canterbury DHB physician trainees had 100 per cent success
in the Fellow of the Royal Australasian College of Physicians
(FRAC) written examination this year.
We also had the largest group of medical registrars sitting
this year: 19 successful candidates in all, says Director of
Physician Education John Fink.
“This will test our capacity to deliver our usual standard of
intensive training for the clinical examinations in June, but it’s a
good problem to have.”
The registrars are: Ahmad Ab Rahman; Khalid Al-azri;
Caroline Allan; Nicky Baxter; Kate Bradley; Vivienne Campbell;

Rosie Chellet; Thomas Clendon; Anne-marie Cumins;
Charlotte Greer; Kirollos Kamel; Bo Kim; Alice Loft; Diane
Murphy; Catherine Neal; Euna Sahng; Christopher Todd; Toby
Verryt and Adam Willington.
Christchurch Hospital General Manager Pauline Clark said it is
excellent news and represents a team effort.
“Medical registrars committed to learning and supervisors of
training and the teaching provided by SMOs etc has created
an environment in which registrars intent on a career in
medicine can thrive.”

Reminder: University of Otago,
Christchurch, ‘Quake Brain’ Health
Lecture, Tuesday 28th March,
7pm to 8pm.
Speakers: psychiatrist Professor Richard Porter and Christchurch Health and Development Study deputy director Associate
Professor Joe Boden.
Held in the University of Otago, Christchurch, Rolleston Lecture Theatre, 2 Riccarton Ave, on the Christchurch Hospital campus.
Full details for Health Lecture Series www.otago.ac.nz/chch-lectures

Canterbury Grand Round
Friday, 31 March 2017 – 12.15pm to 1.15pm
with lunch from 11.45am

Chair: Ruth Spearing

Venue: Rolleston Lecture Theatre

»» Burwood Meeting Rooms 2.3a and 2.3b

Video Conference set up in:

Speaker 1:
Dr David Galler, Clinical lead, Ko Awatea programme,
Chair of the annual APAC forum, and ICU specialist,
Middlemore Hospital

»» Wakanui Room, Ashburton

“Arguably still sane”

»» Room 1.02, Pegasus, 401 Madras Street

The very act of becoming a doctor is enough to ruin many
a good person. As one progresses through a long career in
medicine some go down, some adjust to survive, and a few
thrive in a world where many of the healthcare challenges we
face seem to change little. In this short address David Galler
will share aspects and insights from his survival story, having
bobbed around on a sea of clinical medicine and public policy
for some time.

All staff and students welcome

»» Administration Building, Hillmorton
»» The Princess Margaret Hospital, Riley Lounge

This talk will be uploaded to the staff intranet within
approximately two weeks.
Next is Friday, 7 April 2017
(Rolleston Lecture Theatre)
Convener: Dr R L Spearing
email: Ruth.Spearing@cdhb.health.nz
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Pharmacist made Society Fellow
Pharmacist Jacqui Lawson was profiled in the March
Newsletter of the Pharmaceutical Society of New Zealand as
one of three new Society Fellowships.
Jacqui is a Community Pharmacist at Barrington Health
Centre Pharmacy, a Practice Pharmacist at Barrington Medical
Centre, Clinical Facilitator, Pegasus Health Clinical Quality and
Education Team, and Community Pharmacy representative
on CDHB Clinical Board and Pegasus Health PHO Clinical
Board. She was also the former Clinical Leader for Community
Pharmacy and one of the Community Pharmacy Leaders in
both the pandemic and earthquake response groups.
“The Society extends its warm congratulations to our three
new Fellows, Patricia (Trish) Farrelly, Jacqueline (Jacqui)
Lawson and Kathryn (Kathy) Maxwell.”
The panel of Fellows who bestowed the awards agreed that all
are outstanding candidates who have made and continue to
make an exceptional contribution to the profession in a diverse
range of areas.
The newsletter went on to say that it is difficult to adequately
describe the contribution that Jacqui has made to the
pharmacy profession in Canterbury.
“Jacqui has been involved in the shaping of pharmacy services
in the new post-crossroads environment for many years and
her valuable insights have guided pharmacists and other health

leaders in making Canterbury
an exciting place to practice
pharmacy, today and in the
future.
“She has shown ongoing
initiative, leadership and
dedication to pharmacy.
This can be seen in her
role as Clinical Advisory
Pharmacist at a primary
healthcare practice, the only role of its kind in the region at its
inception. The evaluation of her 2007 pilot project led to the
establishment of a similar position in the Christchurch PHO in
2010, a position which is still under contract today.
“Jacqui has held many leadership roles [as shown] by her past
and present membership of influential work streams such as
the Pharmacy Service Level Alliance, a workstream which is
supporting innovation in pharmacy services and enhancing the
contribution of pharmacy to the patient’s health care team.
“During the February 2011 earthquakes Jacqui displayed
dedication to her peers by manning the phones for many hours
supporting primary care with information and pastoral care.
“Jacqui has earned the respect of her peers and is a role
model in the profession.”

New Healthy Lifestyles Coordinator
at Canterbury DHB
The introduction of the Raising Healthy Kids target last year
prompted DHBs across the country to explore how to achieve
better outcomes for children with unhealthy weight and their
families and whānau. A key part of Canterbury response was the
establishment of a new Healthy Lifestyles Coordination Service,
which is coordinated by Registered Dietitian, Lucy Carey.
Working from Pegasus Health, Lucy receives referrals for
children identified as above the 98th percentile for body mass
index (BMI) at their B4 School Check. “I liaise with parents and
caregivers and learn about their family situation, so I can enrol
them with a healthy lifestyles programme that will suit them.”
Canterbury has two new healthy child weight programmes on
offer in 2017: Triple P Healthy Lifestyles and Active Families.
Lucy thinks many families are drawn to Triple P because it
allows parents to meet each other and teaches parenting
strategies as well as educating about nutrition and physical
activity. “It doesn’t just tell parents what to do – it’s more like a
toolbox of ideas that parents can pick and choose from. If you
want to cut down on sugary drinks, how do you do that without
tantrums? Triple P deals with those sorts of issues.”
Active Families is run by Sport Canterbury. Over six months,
families are visited by the Active Families Coordinator who

supports them to achieve
their nutrition or activity
goals. Lucy says what
attracts parents to Active
Families is the personalised
approach. “They’ll walk with
you to school, they’ll cook
with you, they’ll show you
different active games to play
– anything that helps families
achieve their goals.”

Lucy Carey, Healthy Lifestyles
Coordinator

Lucy is a NZ Registered
Dietitian, with a Bachelor of Science (Human Nutrition) and
Master of Dietetics from the University of Otago. She has
worked in a variety of nutrition roles but has a special interest in
public health and children’s nutrition. After a few years working
in Hamilton early childhood centres and primary schools to
improve nutrition and physical activity, Lucy moved to work
with adults at Pegasus Health in Christchurch. “I really enjoyed
educating children and teachers, but felt I could make more
difference working with parents. After all, they are the ones who
buy the groceries and decide what their children eat.”
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EDGE/RAGE creating a real buzz
at work
The excitement and inspiration is continuing for staff involved
in the #EDGE/RAGE 100 Day challenge.

The Challenge has two aims:

“Getting fitter over the 100 days is a real bonus but the most
outstanding thing to come out of this is the camaraderie that
has evolved from getting out and doing things with your work
colleagues and being on this incredible journey together.
People are working better together, and there is a real buzz
at work.”

1. To get people moving – ED is the front-line of health care,
and so can set a great example to colleagues and patients.

There have been so many highlights. The Classical Challenge
at The Piano was an outstanding cultural spectacle.

2. To develop TEAM ED – improve camaraderie and ability to
work as a team.

“We have seen people progress from swimming 25 metres to
swimming the 3.3k open water swim challenge at Corsair Bay.
We have had runners go from couch to the 6k City to Surf.”

The Emergency Department (ED) started the EDGE (ED Get
Exercising) 100 Day Challenge in 2016.

It was so successful that this year they invited the Radiology
staff to join them, creating the EDGE and RAGE (Radiology
Get Exercising) 100 Day Challenge. Nearly 600 people have
taken up the challenge, which runs from January 9 to April 18.
Each member logs their points on www.edge100.co.nz.
Minutes of exercise determine the number of points. However,
doing exercise with others doubles, trebles … up to six times
their points, so it encourages people to do things together.
Activities have included running, road and mountain biking,
walking, hiking, spin classes, dancing, swimming, box fit, paddle
boarding, yoga, lunch time walkers, boot camp in the park, rock
climbing, City to Surf and the 3.3k open water swim at Corsair
Bay. There’s even been stationary biking to make smoothies.
Many of the EDGE/RAGE members had never done some
of these activities before and have committed time and
energy to achieve outstanding results, says ED Clerical
Officer Karen Brown.

The Classical Challenge at The Piano

Spin with Peter Dooley

New Zealand Ocean Swim Series, 3.3km at Corsiar Bay
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A Master Chef Challenge for
all our 10 teams showcased
their culinary skills.
“There are been so
many heart-warming and
memorable moments and
all of them have come
together because of the 100
Day Challenge. It is a true
testament to teamwork and
it has reinforced what an
amazing group of people we
work with,” Karen says.

5km Walk in the park

Swimming lessons with Sophie Pascoe

City 2 Surf
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One minute with…
Charlene Tan-Smith,
Paediatric Ketogenic Dietitian
What does your job involve?
I’m part of a team (with Paul Shillito and Cameron Dickson)
that treats children who have epilepsy. We see the most
severely affected children, who may have up to hundreds
of seen and unseen seizures each day. I can’t fully
describe the impact these seizures have on their long-term
health prospects, or on their parents, their siblings, their
grandparents, wider family and friends. I’m privileged to treat
up to 10 patients a year with Ketogenic Diet Therapy through
our new Christchurch Hospital clinic that started August last
year. It’s not a fad diet. It’s a traditionally used, high fat (up to
92 per cent) low carbohydrate (restricted down to only 10 g a
day) treatment that causes ketosis, and tricks the brain into
thinking it’s starving. I get to create a custom ‘food prescription’
for each patient and carefully monitor them. Their parents
follow it by weighing everything down to 0.1 g with medical
scales (kindly funded by the Hyman Marks Trust).

minerals) for growing children with such a crazy ratio of fat to
carbohydrate and protein.

Why did you choose to work in this field?
For one, I’ve always been a passionate paediatric dietitian.
Two, this therapy is all about numbers and people, two things
I love. About six years ago, we lost a lovely little girl Brydie
Lauder (hence the Brydie Lauder room in Paedatric Ward
22). Brydie and her mum inspired me to help with the push
for funding the new clinic. The Brydie Lauder Charitable Trust
has supported me in up-skilling, sending me to the Matthew’s
Friends Keto College in the United Kingdom.

What do Canterbury DHB’s values (Care and respect
for others, Integrity in all we do and Responsibility for
outcomes) mean to you in your role?
Everything I do in my role revolves around the DHB’s values.
I am constantly reminded every patient, every family, is
individual and has a slightly different world view. Respecting
those views, I seek to care for them as best I can. I feel acutely
the weight of responsibility for the outcomes for my patients,
while remembering I don’t control all of the variables. Changing
a food recipe by grams per day can directly alter the outcome
for my patients.

What do you like about it?
The possibility to change life for whole families. The findings
have been very consistent, with approximately 50 per cent of
responsive patients having more than a 50 per cent reduction
in seizures, about 30 per cent having greater than a 90 per
cent seizure reduction and 10 per cent becoming seizure-free.
In some centres, up to 25 per cent get seizure freedom. These
results are similar to the effectiveness of any anti-epileptic drug
(AED). Even without
seizure freedom,
families are reporting
improvements in
recovery times,
saying things like “we
have our daughter
back”. Did I mention
I really love the
numbers too!? It’s a
massive challenge
creating a balanced
diet (not forgetting
monitoring essential
Charlene Tan-Smith
vitamins and

What are the challenging bits?
I wish the therapy worked for everyone. But the reality is that
it doesn’t. We are seeing the sickest children first. Those who
are most drug-resistant tend to respond to the diet better. But
we are often sadly working with very sick kids.
Who inspires you?
From a parent perspective, Brydie’s mum Anna Lauder
amazed me with her commitment to starting the Brydie Lauder
Charitable Trust and fund-raising after losing Brydie. From a
medical perspective, my professional mentor Jennifer Fabe
from McMasters Hospital in Hamilton near Toronto, President
of Matthew’s Friends Canada, who has been helping patients
with the Keto Diet for than 15 years and has developed original
processes and methods to manage the diet more effectively.

One of the best books I have read was…
I only read on my phone!
If I could be anywhere in the world right now it would be…
Four places at once! Work, playing with my kids, visiting family
in Singapore, and somewhere far away with my long suffering
husband!
My ultimate Sunday would involve…
See the question above!
One food I really like is…
Food group....Fat!!!!
My favourite music is…
Anything Pandora adds to the Adele playlist! And show tunes...

If you would like to take part in this column or would like to
nominate someone please contact Naomi.Gilling@cdhb.health.nz
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Minister of Health Volunteer
Awards open
Health Minister Jonathan Coleman says nominations are now open for the 2017 Minister of Health Volunteer Awards.
“These awards help to recognise the thousands of unsung heroes who support New Zealand’s health and disability services.
“Health volunteers make life better for New Zealanders in many ways, often without seeking any recognition.”
Last year’s award recipients ranged from helping people to navigate their way around hospitals and health services, to visiting
isolated older people in their homes.
“If you know an individual or team of volunteers who deserve to be recognised, I encourage you to nominate them,” he said.
Last year the overall winner of the Health Volunteer Awards was ‘Sing Your Lungs Out’, a choir for people with severe respiratory
disease. The choir meets weekly in the Wellington region and is a good example of health professionals combining their skills to
deliver an innovative approach to improving people’s quality of life. Choir members have noticed significant benefits from singing
including enhanced physical and mental wellbeing.
To mark the opening of applications for the awards, the choir gathered at Parliament to showcase their talent.
Nominations close on 21 April 2017. The awards will be presented during National Volunteer Week, 18 – 24 June. For more
information about nominations and the Awards go to http://volunteerawards.health.govt.nz/

Let’s celebrate and pay tribute to
those individuals and teams of
volunteers who make a difference
to New Zealanders’ health.

calling for
nominations
for the 2017
Minister of Health
2017 Minister of Health

NOMINATIONS OPEN

volunteer
awards
Health volunteers make extraordinary
contributions, to an extraordinary number of
people, in an extraordinary number of ways.

Dr. Coleman addressing the choir

These awards celebrate health volunteers from
all walks of life and give New Zealanders
the opportunity to recognise and celebrate the
inspirational commitment of health volunteers.

Nominations
now open
Closing 21 April 2017

Nominate
someone today

http://volunteerawards.health.govt.nz

Sing Your Lungs Out choir
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Health Quality & Safety
Commission e-digest
Issue 64, 8–21 March 2017
The March issue of the Health and Safety Commission’s
newsletter contains stories on quality and safety improvement;
reducing harm; reducing opioid-related harm through the use
of care bundles; findings from the 2016 survey of Hand Hygiene New Zealand and reducing staphylococcal infections in cardiac
and orthopaedic surgery. You can read more here.

Nursing education opportunities
The Professional Development and Recognition Programmes (PDRP) office is offering a variety of education over the next year.
If you find a workshop/study day that you are interested in then please contact Aoife.Sweeney@cdhb.health.nz (the PDRP
administrator) to book in.

PDRP Workshop – 12th April, 12th July, 4th October
»» Are you are interested in putting together your PDRP portfolio?
»» Do you know what evidence is required to ensure your portfolio showcases your practice at the level submitted at?
»» Want to understand a simple way of writing up the Nursing Council Competencies as part of your portfolio requirements?

Postgraduate Equivalency Application Process – submission
required on or before the 17th May, 17th August, 1st November
Are you considering submitting an Expert level portfolio and have not got the required Level 8 postgraduate qualification?
Have you had a conversation of support with your Line Manager and been encouraged to submit your portfolio at Expert level?
Our Regional PDRP advisory committee has established an educational equivalence committee to provide an option for nurses who
have not had the opportunity or access to level 8 education (completed postgraduate qualification) but have achieved the equivalent
knowledge, skills and attributes through other pathways. This process must be done prior to submitting an expert portfolio.
For more information about Postgraduate Equivalency please see the link to the PDRP website.

Current Assessor Update
All PDRP assessors should attend one current assessor update per year. The next updates are on the 20th April & 12th
September.

New Assessor Training – 10th & 11th May and 29th & 30th August
Are you interested in becoming a PDRP assessor? If the answer is yes then follow this link and read up on the requirements and
responsibilities of being an assessor.

Resource Person Training – 21st March, 8th June, 6th September
Are you interested in becoming a PDRP resource person? Or are you a resource person already and need a bit of a refresher? If you
would like to assist your colleagues through the PDRP process then this workshop is for you. It is 2 hours long, from 1300 -1500hrs.
If you are interested in any of the above courses please contact Aoife Sweeney, the PDRP administrator.
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SAVE THE DATE…………….…
Calling all RNs and CNSs Please join us to hear from some inspirational speakers
from around New Zealand and Australia at our national conference……………

conference.cnssnz@gmail.com or ph. 0274456283 Rachael Haldane

Can you provide us with a fabulous presentation (Oral / Poster) to share
innovative ways in which you have challenged current practice and led
change? Call for abstracts opening soon.
Website, conference details and registration costs to follow
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